Subject: Future of SW menu is HUD?
Posted by mr_ped on Tue, 24 Jan 2012 21:22:46 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Introducing the HUD. Say hello to the future of the menu.
I think this may work. This will be still huge PITA for a newcomer (either somebody new to
computer and it's interface, or new to particular SW which is not similar to other SW she already
used), it needs some sort of "map" like web sites have maps of them, but I'm willing to test it out
when it will be released.

Subject: Re: Future of SW menu is HUD?
Posted by mdelfede on Sat, 17 Mar 2012 09:42:32 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

well.... *if* put aside to standard menus (*not* M$ style ones...) this can be an interesting add-on.
But, if thought to be a replacement of menu system, this one will be a flop which will have the only
advantage to take unity's place on the worst idea ever appeared on linux systems.
As a gnome shell happy user, my hope is that gnome team will take the good part of that and drop
the bad one.....
Max

Subject: Re: Future of SW menu is HUD?
Posted by piotr5 on Wed, 23 May 2012 09:11:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

well, this hud would be much better if it actually did evolve into the direction of an actual Heads Up
Display! most application just aren't displaying enough info about themselves, sometimes hiding
functionality in context-menus or shortcuts. (especially with the ide and u++ programs I have that
problem.) also a big problem is that some actions are only possible with a mouse, even with a
touch-screen it's quite impossible to move around cell-borders or split-widgets or even scroll-bars,
not as smoothly as with the mouse. it would be great if a hud could change that.
unfortunately the site we are talking of here is only focused on developing future
program-interfaces for voice-control. all the great advancements in human-computer-interface has
somehow been forgotten in that project. for example the video shows that neither trees nor icons
actually get displayed there, and as some mentioned also showing the short-cuts would have
been nice. the text mentiones "gestures" but fails to talk about what they have to do with the hud.
another unaddressed problem is that for an actually working hud we'd need a learning parser-ai
which looks up synonyms and translations in various dictionaries, and which analyzes help-files to
figure out relevance of some entry. also concepts for how to help that ai to do its learning are
completely missing in that article, and some complained that the interface would become unstable
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this way, with the same key-strokes leading to different results. well, unstable interface we are
used to, even the switch from jump'n'run games to fps did destroy stability if the underlying
input-interface, and it is quite doubtful the human should become a robot hitting all the same keys
at the same rhythm repeadetly forever, as if playing some fighting-game. so in effect, in addition to
the actual parsing the hud would need to collect user-input to learn how the program is used so
that new circumstances don't put obstacles into that usecase, and maybe even make those
use-cases more easy.
and I think here comes the task for the software-developers, somehow the rationale for a paricular
gui should be embedded into the program. when it's obvious the user will hit "save" frequently,
and adding autosave is not a good idea, then the very action of putting up an icon for that purpose
should be enhanced with somehow making that icon more dominant than other icons. previously
that was done by seperators and by careful design of the icons in the icon-bar. but with hud
somehow this info needs to be exported too. for example a message to the hud that other actions
strting with "save" should be suppressed or something? but how to implement such messaging
into an ide? any ideas?
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